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POWER SERIES AND NONNORMAL FUNCTIONS

J. S. HWANG AND PETER LAPPAN

ABSTRACT. We construct a sequence {an} of positive numbers such that

°-n —* 0, VJ \an -an-11 < oo, and the function f(z) = J2anzn is not a normal

function. This answers a question raised by the second author (Proc. Amer.

Math. Soc. 85 (1982), 335-341).

1. Introduction. Let D = {z: \z\ < 1}, C — {z: \z\ — 1}, and f(z) = ^2anzn

be a function analytic in D. The function / is said to be a normal function if the

family of functions {f(z;a,6) = f(eie(z + o)/(l + âz)):a G D, 0 G [0,2rr)} is a

normal family in the sense of Montel, that is, each sequence of functions in the

family contains a subsequence which converges uniformly on each compact subset

of D either to an analytic function or to oo.

In [1], the second author proved the following criterion for normal functions.

THEOREM L. Let {an} be a sequence of complex numbers such that both

J2n°=i Ia« — a«-il < °° and an -** 0.  Then Yln°=oanZn ÎS a norm<il function.

In the same paper [1, Remark 2, p. 338] the question was raised as to whether

Theorem L is valid if the condition "on ■++ 0" is replaced by ""an —> 0". In a later

paper [2, Theorem 2, p. 310] this question was answered in the negative by an

example in which all the terms an were real numbers, but many of the terms an

were negative. The purpose of this note is to present a basically different example

to show that Theorem L is not valid even when the condition "an -^ 0" is replaced

by the condition "a„ —* 0 and an > 0 for each n".

THEOREM. There exists a sequence {an} of positive numbers such that an —*

0, an > 0 for each n, ^ \an — a>n-i\ < oo, and the function f(z) — ̂ anzn is not

a normal function.

Proof of the Theorem. Let N0 = -1, let d = 212e67r, and let {Nj-.j =

1,2,3,...} be a sequence of positive integers, each of which is divisible by 4, satis-

fying

(1) JVJ+1 > (1 + Nj)2   for j > 0 and Nx > d4.

Let 9j = 2w/Nj and rj = 1 - 6j for j > 0. For each j > 0 and k G {2,3,4}, let

fcJVj/4 kNj/4

Cj,k— y^ r"cos(n0j-)    and    Sjtk = ¿J r"sin(nöy).

n = ((K--l)AT,/4) + l n=((fc-l)iVJ/4) + l
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Further, let

Ni/4 Ni/4

d = j] iVf1/2rJcos(nÖi)    and    St = £ JV¡"1/arf am(nffi),
ra=0 n=0

let 61 = -Nx1/2Ci/Ch2 and for 0 < n < JVx/4 let an = JVf1/2. We claim that we
can determine sequences {an}, {bj}, {xj}, and {y3} which satisfy all of the following

conditions (2), (3), (4), and (5) simultaneously:

Ni/4 Ni/4

(2) Cj = 2_] o„r"cos(nÖj)    and    Sj = \] anr™ sm(n6j),

n=0 n=0

(3) N¡/2CJ+bJCja=0,

,.. (xjCj,3 + yjCj,4 = 0,
(4) (^.^...c..- _rv»/»i

(5) an =

i,3 + %5i,4 = -(Ay Sj + bjSj,2),

N~1'2,    for Nj-t + 1 < n < iVj/4,

bjN~1/2,    for A/,/4 < n < AT,/2,

XjN~l/2,    for A^/2 < n < 3JV,-/4,

-1/2I VjNJ ' ,    for 3iVy/4 < n < ¿V,-.

We will show that we can define the terms in these sequences inductively. We

have already defined b\, an for 0 < n < Ni/4, Ci,S\, and (2), (3), and (5) are
satisfied for these terms with j — 1. Now for each j, (4) is a system of equations

with the unknowns Xj and y, for which the determinant of the coefficients, Ay =

C¿,3Sj',4 — Cj¿Sj¿, is positive, since each of these coefficients is negative except for

Cj-,4, which is postive. Hence, if we assume that all terms in (4) are defined except

for Xj and y¿, we see that (4) determines a unique solution for Xj and yj. For j — 1,

such a solution pair x¿ and y\ exists. Now (5) defines an for 0 < n < JVi.

Now suppose that bk,Xk, and yt are all known for all k < j, and suppose that an
_1/9

is known for all n < Nj. Then we can define an — N-+{   for Nj + 1 < n < Nj+i/4,

which means that (2) now defines both CJ + i and Sj + i, (3) determines bj+i, (4)

determines both Xj+i and yj+t, and (5) defines an for 0 < n < Nj+i.  Thus, we

can proceed inductively to define the full sequences {an}, {bj}, {xj}, and {yj}.

Next, we claim both

(6) e"27r/80 < bj < Aite2"    for each j,

and

(7) 1/d < Xj < yj < d       for each j.

To prove these, we again proceed inductively. First, we remark that

e"272 < (1 - {2ir/Nj))Ni = (1 - 0j)N* < (1 - 63)n = r* < 1

for 1 < n < A^. Also, we note the standard formulas

<?

53 cos né» = [sin((2g + 1)0/2) - sin((2p - l)0/2)]/(2sin0/2),
n=p
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and
<¡

53 sinnÖ = [cos((2p - 1)0/2) - cos((29 + l)0/2)]/(2sin6>/2),
n=p

and also that I/o < 1/(2 sin 9/2) < 2/6 for 0 < 9 < tt/2. Thus, letting 9j = 9 and
letting p and q be consecutive multiples of ATj/4, we obtain

(8) Nje-2n/(4n) < \Cj,k\, \SJik\ < 2Nj/n   for all j and k G {2,3,4},

and also ¿Vie-2*/(4tt) < N¡/2St,NÍ/2Ci < 2/Vi/tt. Thus, we have

bx = -iV1/2Ci/(7i,2 < 8e2* < 47re2\

Actually, it is easy to see that Ar1/ C\ > |Ci,2| by pairing cosine terms of equal

absolute value, so 6i > 1. Thus, we have 1 < 6i < 47re27r. From (4) and Cramer's

Rule, we have

x3 = CjA(N¡/2S3 + bjSjj)/Aj   and   y} = -C^(N]'2S3 + bjSj^/Aj.

Note also that \Cj¿\ > Cj¿, so 0 < Xj < yj for each j. From (8), we have

(9) AT/e-4,7(87r2) < &j < c\N2/it2    for each j.

It follows from (8) and (9) and the estimates on 61 that

1/d < e~4764 < xt < yt < 32e4,r(l + toe2*) < d.

To get estimates on bj,x}, and y, for j > 1, we proceed inductively. Suppose that

(6) and (7) hold for all j < p, where p > 1. Then

Np-i/4 Np/4

CP-   53   anrpCosn9p+      53      Np1/2r%cosn9p,
n=0 n=Np_1 + l

and
iVp-i/4 iVp/4

SP=   53   a"rP sin nÖP+      £      A/-1/2r^ sin nÖp.
n=0 n=JVp_i + l

By the inductive hypothesis, we have that an < d/Nx ' for all n < Np-1 and hence,

using (1), we have

Np_!

53 an < (Np^ + l)d/N¡/2 < iVp_i/d.
n=0

Further, using the same estimates that yielded (8) and noting that A^-i < Np/8,

we have
iVp/4

(7/8)Arp1/2e-27r/4rr < A/"1/2      53      r£cosn0p
n = Arp_1+l

< Np~1/2(2NPM = 2Npi'2^,

and the same inequality is valid if cos n9p is replaced by sinn#p. Thus, we have

(10) 7Arp1/2e-27327r < C7P, Sp < (Np-i/d) + (2Nl'2l-n) < N¡'2.
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Now, from (3), (8), and (10), we have

e"27r/80 < 7e"2764 < bp = -N^2Cp/Cp¡2 < lire2*

and also, from (4), (8), (9), and (10) we have

1/d < e"47r/1280 < xp < yp < 16rr(l + 8e2*)ei7< < d.

Thus (6) and (7) are established.

To complete the proof, let f(z) — ^anzn.  We note that by (5), (6), and (7),

sowe have an > l/(dNJ/ ) for N3_i < n < Nj,

liminf/(x)>53    £    l/(áAr;{21) = (l/d)53(7VJ+1-iV,)iV-+11/2
j'=1»»=JVj+1 j=l

oo

>(i/2d)537v;/2 = oo.
j=i

Thus, f(z) has the radial limit oo at z = 1. If / were a normal function, then /

would have the angular limit oo at z — 1 (see [3]). But let Zj = rjé1^, where rj

and 9j are defined as before for each j. If we consider the triangle with vertices at

1, Zj, and exBi, we see that \e*ei - Zj\ = 9j and \el6' — 1| = 2sin(öy/2) and the angle

at the vertex e™> is (n — 9j)/2. Thus, we have that the sequence {zj} approaches

the point 1 at an angle close to 7r/4 from the radius, and so {zj} approaches 2 = 1

nontangentially.

On the other hand, if we set fp(z) = ^n=Qanzn aXi^ 9piz) = fiz) ~ fp(z), we

have that both the real part of fp(zp) and the imaginary part of fp(zp) are zero as

a result of (2), (3), (4), and (5). We claim that gp(zp) is uniformly bounded. For

we have

\gP(zp)\ =

oo

E ■
n=N„ + l

<(d/<2)(l/(l-rp))

= (d/JVp1/2)(A/p/27r) < d/27T.

It follows that |/(äj)| < d/2rr for each j. Thus / is not a normal function.
_-i   In

Finally, we note that both an —* 0 (since 0 < an < d/N-       for ¿Vy_i < n < Nj)

and
oo oo oo

53 ic - on.xi < 534dA71/2 < (4d)53(Arr1/2)j < »,
n = l j=l j=l

since (1) implies that Nj > N{. This completes the proof of the Theorem.
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